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Model Security Council Defeats Soviet Motion

Governor Moyner's veto of a college salary bill last week was overturned in Council action on college salaries during the second meeting of the year. Left Raichle, professor of history at Newark State College and chairmen of the College Senate Committee, stated recently, He noted that faculty held the high calling to the fact that any aggressive moves in the Congo's territory.

The resolution also called upon all nations to refrain from intervention in the Congo. It urged the "rational and political independence and integrity of independence" of the Congo.

Eight of the twelve nations of the Security Council were present at the session. These nations and their student representatives were as follows: Belgium: Roger Ma­­terre; Ecuador: Jaime Haney; Great Britain: Martin Wilharm, France, Ruth Loeb; Italy: Rosemarie Piergrossi; Poland, Judith Hoydick; Union of Soviet Social­ist Republics, Sophie Stach; United States, Henrietta Blatt; Ken­­eth Meeks, vice-president of the club, served as president of the council.

In discussing the issue, the Soviet Union explained that it was presenting the resolution because it felt that Belgium was being supported by its NATO allies in armaments plans for the defense of the re­­public of the Congo. The Soviet delegate then stated that the Security Council had passed re­­solution 326 on the Congo, and this re­­solved to defy Belgium sending its troops to the Congo. He was still committed to the principle of the resolution, he said, that all intervening countries were required to stop their military forces in the Congo. The United States had been present at the session as it had not been placed on the agenda. Belgium appealed the decision of the president, and on a vote of the Council the resolution was upheld, so the Congo-Tunisia resolution was recently adopted.

After several procedural man­­euvres, the Council then tried to suspend the meeting, whereupon to discuss a further debate or a vote, the Council voted merely to suspend debate, after which the votes of the Russian proposal. The only nations in favor of the resolution were Russia and Poland, so the resolution was defeated by a ma­­jority vote, in addition to which the vetoes of four major powers (the United States, Great Britain, France and China) were cast.

Security Council in Action

A Model Security Council, sponsored by the Collegiate Council, met on Monday afternoon, December 4, and defeated a Soviet Union resolu­­tion condemning Belgian aggression in the Republic of the Congo and rebuking the Secretary General for his failure to handle the situation.

The resolution also called upon all nations to refrain from intervention in the Congo. It urged the "rational and political independence and integrity of independence" of the Congo.
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Editorials
Civil Rights
We may eventually have to take the nasty things we have said about the Student Council and the Senate, but, as the last meeting indicates that there is some kind of thing going on here and who knows? With luck, it may develop to the point where the situation is more or less under control at the end of the year.
Unfortunately the views of the Commission that the Council underwrote is an extremely ambitious project, but which, at the same time, is extremely worthwhile one. For the issues raised during an investigation of the situation of "Birth of a Nation" are not new. There are many people who think, as a result of the controversy, that Negroes in the country are facing the same dominating and discriminating practices that they have always faced.
If the Council has indicated in its sponsoring this Commission that it is looking toward improvement, then the current trend is something to be welcomed and supported. This is the situation now, its reputation is suffering and its efforts are being thwarted in every way. The only way to help it is to support it.
As Rose Marie Piergrossi explained when offering the plan to the Council, the Commission should not be directly responsible to Stuco, but it should be considered as a backing of an important group as a whole. The lack of support the Library has in the past is now a matter of discussion and there is no doubt in our minds that this Civil Rights Commission is a noble idea.
A second, and more serious concern, is the stealing of books from the Library. It is a serious concern, and we strongly urge all of you to put your books in the lockers. The Library has been affected and is a noble idea. Perhaps a theater-in-the-round is now so drastically needed as some other building projects which are, but it is interesting to note that the Library has some interest in color. In addition, the Civil Rights Commission will be a good project for those who are interested in this activity continued and increased. We want to see more students active in extra-curricular activities, we want to see more enjoyment at basketball games, we want to see more students on faculty committees, we want to see the students who are interested in being a part of this project and the other projects that are being planned.
To the Editors
Open Cafeteria
Until this Friday night, which marks the last day of this year, the Library has been open for QUIET study until eleven o'clock at night. The Council has approved this plan, but there is no assurance that this plan will be continued, as some of the newer students are against it. We think that it is a good idea, for which we are especially grateful. A survey that may stand as an indication of the fact that the Library is not too crowded at night, is that the average between six and nine o'clock of the students who entered were engaged in the new activity. This new contribution is much needed. As one student has pointed out, one of the most reassuring things is the sight of a student working in the library at nine o'clock in the evening. 
Good Luck
This is our chance to wish the juniors and seniors good luck, for this is the last year of the student body, the junior body, and the student body at large. This year has been a very hectic year for us and we will be filled with moments of ecstasy on earth, and leaving the building has his job to do, and nothing needs to be done. As we bid a fond goodbye to the members of the Class of 1960, we extend to you our heartfelt felicitations and best wishes for a long and happy life.
Letters to the Editor
On SOPHOMORES
Your editorial concerning the importance of the Student Council, we will leave it to others to comment on.
As we bid a fond goodbye to the members of the Class of 1960, we extend to you our heartfelt felicitations and best wishes for a long and happy life.

The Kean Building and Carnival
At the Student Council meeting on Friday, December 2, the Council decided to give the proceeds of the Carnival this year to the rehabilitation of the Kean Library. The major purpose of such a project was explained at the meeting, and it was stated that the project would be used as a means to bring in more students to the Library. The project will be used as a means to bring in more students to the Library, and it is a noble idea. Perhaps a theater-in-the-round is now so drastically needed as some other building projects which are, but it is interesting to note that the Library has some interest in color. In addition, the Carnivale students will be used to take some sort of enjoyment, and it is hoped that this project will be a success.

The last day of Practicum ends on December 24, 1961. Students are expected to be absent from class at the college on February 27, 1962. The Rho Theta Tau Sorority will officially welcome its new members and the University of Tulsa, 1962. This will be the first time for the Columbia Scholastic Press Association, Intercollegiate Press Association. The last time, the Council held a program with a major choral work--Mendelssohn's "Elijah". Most of the solo parts will be sung by the men's section of the choir, it was announced by Arthur Hewston, director of the choir.

President
Sincerely,

The last day of Practicum and Carnivale ends on December 24, 1961. Students are expected to be absent from class at the college on February 27, 1962. The Rho Theta Tau Sorority will officially welcome its new members and the University of Tulsa, 1962. This will be the first time for the Columbia Scholastic Press Association, Intercollegiate Press Association. The last time, the Council held a program with a major choral work--Mendelssohn's "Elijah". Most of the solo parts will be sung by the men's section of the choir, it was announced by Arthur Hewston, director of the choir.

President
Sincerely,

Tulsa Choir
To Sing Here
"Something old, something new..." is the University of Tulsa's Choral Group, and to show for the 1960-61 season, this choral group will appear on New York State's campus on January 3, under the sponsorship of the College Center Board.

For the first time, the choir will devote half its program to a major choral work--Mendelssohn's "Elijah". Most of the solo parts will be sung by the men's section of the choir, it was announced by Arthur Hewston, director of the choir.
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Madrigals

This madrigal concerto that was reviewed by Mrs. R. A. has a rare and exciting talent. The Madrigals were named for their unique and creative renditions of Christmas favorites. The Madrigal choir was composed of students from various classes, and their performances were not only musically appealing but also emotionally stirring. The Madrigals' renditions of Christmas favorites were well-received by the audience, and their performance was a delightful way to celebrate the holiday season. The Madrigals' performances were a testament to their dedication and hard work, and they demonstrated their ability to connect with the audience through their music. Overall, the Madrigals' Christmas concert was a beautiful display of talent and creativity, and it left a lasting impression on all who attended. The Madrigals' hard work and dedication to their craft were evident in every note they sang, and it was a pleasure to witness their performance.
In this review, the year 1960 is highlighted with various events and achievements.

**January**

- Tony Conte was elected to head Student Council for the coming year. In his freshman year, Tony Conte was elected to head the Traffic and Safety Committee, and later joined the staff of UP, and later joined the staff of UP, and later joined the staff of UP.

- Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered his "I Have a Dream" speech at the Lincoln Memorial, where he advocated for civil and human rights.

- The Tulsa Modern Choir performed at the college on March 25, in the Little Theater, receiving rave reviews.

- The Class of '60 won the senior Intramural Basketball championship when they scored 35, The Senior's, who concluded their season with an 8-1 record, reached the championship tilt by winning center and low cost psychotherapeutic institute, with the ISO therapists contributing their time on a voluntary basis.

**February**

- Dr. Sylvia Becker, college physician, resigned after serving in that post for ten years, she was succeeded by Dr. Anna L. Chorvinsky.

- Donald Raichle, professor of Sociology and director of the Center for Research on the Dynamics of Social Systems, spoke to an audience that included President Clark Kerr of the University of California at Berkeley, on his 6,000 mile-tour, as a part of the committee of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.

**March**

- Tony Conte was elected as the president of the Towns and Memorial Lecture Series.

- Dr. Bertram Vogel of the Education Department was appointed supervisor of psychotherapy at the Bumholzer Clinic in New York.

- Forty-four Newark State students attended a leadership conference on the weekend of September 18-19 in New York. The conference was sponsored by the National Defense Education Act, and the students gained valuable experience in the field of education and leadership.

**April**

- The Fine Arts Film Club announced its first presentation of the academic year, which would be the motion picture, "Birth of a Nation," and that it would be shown on campus on a large screen.
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The Feast of Chanukah begins tomorrow night and lasts eight days. It is fitting at such a time to recall a historic event which the Festival of Lights commemorates.

On Chanukah, the Jewish faith celebrated the MaccabeanUtilizing the above text as a starting point, can you shed light on any key themes or insights that emerge from the discussion on Chanukah? How does the festival serve as a reminder of Jewish resilience and the importance of faith during times of persecution? Additionally, how does the story of the oil in the lamp relate to broader themes of spirituality and perseverance? Finally, what lessons can modern society draw from this historical event, and how might it inspire us today? Which elements of the festival have been preserved and adapted over time, and how do these adaptations reflect the continued relevance of Chanukah in contemporary Jewish culture? Could you also mention any cultural or social significance associated with Chanukah in different Jewish communities around the world, and how these traditions contribute to the festival's universal appeal? Lastly, how do modern efforts to maintain and promote the celebration of Chanukah align with the principles of the festival, and what role does education play in ensuring that younger generations continue to honor this important tradition?
Newark Trowces Towson 95-80

Third Graders Like Newark State College

On Friday evening, Dec. 2, 1960, Newark State won a decisive victory against Towson, 95-80 at Towson. Maryland, Newark was led by Art Salley and John Wilkes. Salley's 505 was 27 points above his previous record, and John Wilkes shot 25 of his 18 points in the second half to pace Newark after the first half.

Newark showed more spirit in the second game, they held the Monmouth's scoring down to 6 points, and the Squirres with a 15-0 shooting average came away from the field with a 6-5 505

at 3:30. Bowling takes place between 3:30 - 6:00 p.m. even if you arrive by 5 o'clock you will have time to complete your three games.

Newark's individual scores were

Salley 9 Goals Foul Tricks

Newark State closer to the .500 mark. Newark is sure the Big Anchor will return to his good form, as he can produce course we know he can produce.

Monmouth Hawks

Drab Squires

The Squires of Newark State were defeated in the second game by the Monmouth Hawks, 50-27 score.

The turn out has been improving but there is no sense of real bowling if there is no turn out for the second game with little trouble, owing to Jim Sulva's 510. Al Ruffini's 510 points, and Jim Sulva's 193, Newark allowed themselves a third win in two games. This game was won by Salley and John Wilkes.

The Squirres could not meet the challenge and left the court with a 4-6 lead in the opening minutes and hustle in this game the team aiding the "younger" Squirres. As John Wilkes, 510 points kept Towson in the game as the half ended with Newark leading 26-11.

When the teams returned to the floor and 27-37 from the foul line to even their record. The best commentary on any endeavor with children often comes from the children themselves. The Junction School children, who participated in the Physical Education Rhythms, were very pleased with Dr. Gladys Andrews, left with the pressing question, "When can we come back?"

It was a busy two hours on Thursday, December 13, 1960, for the children. They arrived on time and they were happy. Geraldine DeVita, the classroom teacher, and Mr. James Holcombe, the school principal, ordered Newark and Dr. Fleming met with the children until the demonstration was started. This was the first meeting of Dr. Andrews and the children.

During the meeting preceding the demonstration Dr. Andrews explained to the children the job they had to do. She told them they were to teach teachers. This was serious business and just a beginner. Project instruction should be given to insure the skiers safety at all times.

Well winter is almost officially here. December is not far away and with winter comes many physical activities. Newark State are going to put away tennis rackets, soccer balls, and footballs bring out our skis, skates, and hockey sticks. With the promise of cold weather to come and the possibility of snow, skating, and skiing are the activities most likely to provide enjoyment throughout this winter.

One of these sports, skiing, has become very popular in the last few years. More and more people have decided to give it a try and have found that skiing provides a great deal of enjoyment as well as being a healthy activity. Of course one should always be very careful when on any activity that would be too difficult or dangerous if he is a beginner. Project instruction should be given to insure the skiers safety at all times.
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